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We consider a Galois covering Y/X of complete nonsingular curves defined over 
a field of characteristic p > 0 and define generalized Hasse-Witt invariants. With the 
help of the representation of the endomorphisms of the jacobian by Witt vectors we 
compute these invariants to be the degree of L-series modulo p. We generalize 
results of Hasse and Witt, Katsurada, Manin. and Stichtenoth. The p-adic values of 
the L-series at I = 1 are computed. “-I 1986 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p > 0 and F its algebraic closure. 
Let Y/X be a finite Galois covering of complete nonsingular curves defined 
over k with Galois group G. We assume that the order of G is not divisible 
by p. This covering corresponds to a geometric Galois extension of the 
function fields (of one variable) k( Y)/k(X) with constant field k. Each CJ E G 
operates on k(Y) by the corresponding (T*. We assume that the genus of 
k(Y) is larger than zero and that there is at least one k-rational point on Y. 
For a field I over k the constant field extension k(Y) . I is denoted by 
4 n 
Let C”(k( Y)) be the group of divisor classes of degree zero of k( Y) and 
C’(k( Y))(p) be the subgroup of elements x with p. .K = 0. It is well known 
that the dimension of the vector space C”(k( Y))(p) over the prime field [F,, 
called Hasse-Witt invariant yv of Y, determines the number of unramified 
extensions of k( Y) of degree p. This invariant can be computed as the rank 
of a certain matrix (cf. [ 31). 
In Section 2 we decompose C”(k( Y))(p) into eigenspaces of the 
irreducible characters of G and define the generalized Hasse-Witt invariant 
belonging to a character to be the dimension of the corresponding com- 
ponent. We show that these invariants are also ranks of certain matrices, 
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generalizing the result of Hasse and Witt [3, Theorem 2.11. In the special 
case that R( Y)/F(X) is unramitied and abelian of a degree dividing p - I 
Katsurada [4] defined generalized HasseeWitt invariants to be the ranks 
of these matrices. If k is a finite field, the generalized Hasse-Witt invariants 
can be attached to the first cohomology group of the curve 1 
(Theorem 2.2). For the rest of the paper k is assumed to be a finite field. 
In Section 3 well-known results of L-series of X-( Y)/k(X) are sum- 
marized. The cohomology of the sheaf of Witt vectors plays the part of the 
I-adic cohomology to represent the endomorphisms of the jacobian of Y. 
In Section 4 the L-series are reduced modulo p. It is shown that these 
reduced polynomials are the characteristic polynomials of the matrices 
mentioned in Theorem 2.2 (Theorem 4. I ), so that the generalized 
Hasse-Witt invariants are the degree of the L-series modulo p. For the 
trivial character of G these are results of Manin [7] (see also [ 161) and 
Stichtenoth [ 131. The p-value of the L-series at t = 1 and the order of the 
p-primary part of the components of C”(k( Y)) are compared in 
Theorem 4.2. 
2. GENERALIZED HASSE-WITT INVARIANTS 
Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p > 0 and k its algebraic closure. 
Let Y/X be a finite Galois covering of complete nonsingular curves defined 
over k with Galois group G. We assume that p does not divide #G. 
The p-torsion part C”(& Y))(p) of the divisor classes of degree zero is a 
finite dimensional vector space over the prime field [F,,. 
DEFINITION. y ). = dimkp C’(F( Y))(p) is called HasseeWitt invariant of 
Y. 
Let F&q = p”) be a finite subfield of E which contains the # Gth roots of 
unity and let X(G) be the set of irreducible characters of G with values in ,C. 
For each XEX(G) let ey denote the idempotent 
$$ c ~(0 ‘)ady[G] 
oeG 
We have the canonical decomposition 
cObw))(P)O&= @ cO(k(Y))(p)(X) (2.1) 
XEX(G) 
with 
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DEFINITION. Y~,~= dimFq C'(k( Y))(P)(X) is called generalized 
Hasse-Witt invariant of Y of the character x. 
The decomposition (2.1) yields 
PROPOSITION 2.1. y r = C, E X( Gj y r,x. 
The next aim is to compute yr,x as the rank of a matrix. For a field 1 con- 
taining k let Q(I( Y)) denote the group of differentials on 1(Y). The sub- 
group Q’(1( Y)) of holomorphic differentials is a finite dimensional I-vector 
space whose dimension equals the genus of k(Y). Q’(E( Y)) can be con- 
sidered as [F, (resp. ‘Fy) vector space in a natural way denoted by 
Q’(E( Y)hr (resp. R’(E( Y) )[Fri). The Cartier operator maps each differential 
to C(o) =aPP, d.x (cf. [ 11). C is a (l/p)-linear map of Q’(k( Y)). 
In [lo] Serre proves the following 
PROPOSITION 2.2. The map sending a divisor D with p. D = (f) 
(,f~ k( Y)) to the differential qj J,ield.y an isomorphism from C”(&( Y))(p) 
onto ker( 1 - C ( Q’(k( Y))IFp). 
From this proposition we get an isomorphism of [F, vector spaces 
cw Y))(P) 00, IF, 3 ker(l - Cl Q’(k( Y)hp) OF,, IF, (2.2) 
which is compatible with the action of G. Together with the decomposition 
(2.1) this isomorphism yields 
PROPOSITION 2.3. yy,x = dimF,(e; ker(1 - ClQ’(E( Y))Fp)OFp ‘F,,). 
For further calculations we need the theory of (l/p)-linear maps: 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let M be afinite dimensional E-vector space of dimen- 
sion g together with a ( I/p)-linear mapping 8 from A4 into itseli 
V= (me M(8(m) =m) is a If,-vector space. Denote M, = V@,,E and 
MO= {mEMIBg(m)=O}. Then we have M=M,@MO. 
Proof. Hasse and Witt [3] prove the corresponding statement for a p- 
linear mapping. Replacing the exponent p by l/p in their proof yields the 
Proposition 2.4. 
COROLLARY. {mEMJP(m)=m}= V@,,Fy with q=p”. 
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Applying this to h4=$2’(F( Y)) and O= C the corollary shows 
ker(l-CISZ’(k(Y)),r)O,,,[F,=ker(l ---C”IQ’(E(Y)),y). (2.3) 
As C commutes with each GE G we get 
e,.ker(l-C”)52’(k(Y)),y)=ker(l-C”IO’(F(Y))(X),4) (2.4) 
with the usual notation Q’(li( Y))(x) =er .Q’(k( Y)). If in addition II 3 
dim, Q’(R( Y))(x), Proposition 2.4 shows 
ker(1 -c”IQ’(& Y))(~)~~)=irnage(C”lSZ’(~(Y))(~),~). (2.5) 
Hence we proved the following. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let IF, be the,finitefield in k with q = p” elements. Assume 
that n 2 dirn~~‘(~( Y))(x) and that [F, co~tuins the #Gth roots qf‘ urrif.r. 
Then we have 
Y~,~ = dimEq image(C” 1 Q’(F( Y))(x)~,,). 
In other words let {wl ,..., w,~~ )1 he a busis ofQ’(k( Y))(x) and (d,) the matrix 
with Cn(uj) = I?= I dj,oi (i= l,..., g,), then we have 
11 ,, f;X = rankf dj,). 
Remark. Let (c,) be the matrix with C(o,)=C~=, cjiwi. Then we have 
(d,) = (c,)(c;/“) . . . (cf;.‘+). 
SPECIAL CASE: ABELIAN COVERINGS 
In the special case of an abelian group G a mild application of ciass field 
theory (cf. [12]) shows how to compute the generalized Hasse-Witt 
invariants over E(X): 
As G is abelian, ~‘(~(Y))(~) contains exactly those differentials 
o E a’(& Y)) with o” = ~(a)(w). Without loss of generality we assume that 
the character x is injective on G. Thus k( Y)/k(X) is cyclic of degree #G 
and there exists an element OIEE( Y) with k(Y) = &X)(,x), E#~E/$(X), so 
that x(o) = c$cr)/a for each GE G. For each prime divisor p of R(X) with 
extension ‘$3 in k(Y) and corresponding ramification index e, define 
ap = Us. ep ’ (vru denotes the normed valuation corresponding to ‘$). 
Consider the divisor a = C a,p of k(X). The mapping o H o/a is a vector 
space isomorphism from ~‘(~(Y))(~) onto fz(k(X))(a), which is the space 
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of differentials w’ on k(X) with o’ > -a. With the help of this isomorphism 
C” induces a If,-linear mapping Cz on ~(~(~))(a), whose rank is equal 
to 1’ Y,):. 
Remark. If moreover k(Y)//?(X) is an unramified extension of degree 
dividing p - 1 Katsurada [4] defined generalized HasseeWitt invariants to 
be the rank of C;. 
Now let G be again an arbitrary group whose order is not divisible by p. 
Let R denote the k-algebra of repartitions r = (rg) of k(Y) and R(0) the 
subalgebra of positive repartitions. It is well known that the bilinear map 
(r, o) = Co res,(r,Po) yields a non-degenerate pairing of the k-vector 
spaces R/(R(O)+@ Y)) and a’(& Y)). The group G operates on both 
spaces and we have (7, wa ) = ( f, w  ). 
For each XE X{G) let xP’ denote the irreducible character of G defined 
by x l(o) = x(cr .. ‘). 
An easy calculation shows that ( , ) yields a non-degenerate pairing of 
R/(R(O) +k( Y))(x-‘) and Q’(@ Y))(x). Furthermore we have (P’, w) = 
(?, C(to))” and (P, o> = (f, P(cu))~, hence rt-+P is the dual of the Car- 
tier operator. More explicitly: Let i Q 1 . . . . . w  ,,i be a g-basis of Q’(k( Y))(x) 
and f~i,..., r,,J the dual basis of R/R(O)+ k( Y))(x-‘). Let (ail) be the 
matrix with i;y = G:x I ajiFj. Then aji= d$, where (a,) is the matrix of 
Theorem 2.1 and we proved the following statement which is a 
generalization of the original version of 131. 
ikoPosrTrON 2.5. The ~e~erff~~~e~ Hasse- Witt j~va~jant 7 f’.y is equal fo 
the rank of the matrix (a,). 
Consider the curve Y defined over h!. Denote by Oy the sheaf of local 
rings on Y and by K, the constant sheaf attached to E(Y). The exact 
sequence of sheaves 
induces an isomorphism H’( Y, 0 ,.) H R/( R(0) + F( Y) (cf. [lo]) which is 
compatible with the action of G. Thus we get the following isomorphism of 
&vector spaces 
We now assume that the constant field k is finite, k = F,, where q has the 
same properties as in Theorem 2.1. 
Denote by f the Frobenius morphism of the curve Y/k: if PE Y(E) 
corresponds to a tupel (ai) in a projective space then f(P) corresponds 
to (a?). 
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Let k be large enough, so that k(Y) contains a nonspecial system of 
prime divisors ‘$I, ,..., +jJ,C,, i.e., ‘$J, ,..., V,, are different prime divisors of 
degree 1 such that dim(‘$J, + ‘. + ‘@,qr) = 1 (cf. 131). Let f, (i = I,..., R ,-) be 
a local parameter of ‘$I, in k( Y) and consider the repartitions r,: T~,,~* = 0 if 
‘u f Vi3 rt.$, = l/r,. It is easy to see that their classes ‘, ,..., &,, are a basis of 
the k-vector space R/( R(0) + k( Y)). As this basis is already defined over k, 
we have ff =f*(ri), whereJ‘* denotes the R-linear map on R/(R(O) + k(Y)) 
(or on H’( Y, 0 r)) induced by ,f. The decomposition of H’( Y, 0 ).) by the 
characters x E X(G) is also defined over X-. This yields 
THEOREM 2.2. Let the ~o~.~tunt -field k of the i,~~l~Fri~lg y/X be rhr jinite 
field iF, (q = p”). Assume that q is farge enough, so that k contains the # Gth 
roots of unity and that there e.uists a system sf rronspecial prime divisors irr 
k( Y). Let (d,,) be a matris corresponding to thr k-liwar map c” OH 
Q1(k( Y))(x) (<;{I Theorem 2.1) and let (u,) /NJ a n1atri.r corresponding to the 
~-~~~zea~ tnap .f* on H’( Y, 0,.)(x ’ ). Then w  haw (d,,) = S. (a,,)7;S ‘. 
where S is a nons~~g~l~i~ mntri.t- with e~~~f~~~.~t~nt.~ in h’ and hnm ;’ >,/ = 
rank(a,i). 
3. L-SERIES 
Let fi be a finite field with q = p” elements and let Y/X be a finite Galois 
covering of complete nonsingular curves defined over k with Galois group 
G. Denote by X,(G) the set of irreducible characters of G with values in 0. 
this corresponds in a natural way to X(G) as #G is not divisible by p. 
Let x E X,(G) and p,: G -+ End V be a corresponding representation, 
where Y is a finite dimensional 8,,-vector space. For each prime divisor p 
of k(X) we choose an extension ‘I$? in X-(Y) with inertia group T,@ and a 
Frobenius automorphism (T,~ which is characterized by the condition 
a$(cr) = LYnurm pmod 5J.I for all r in the valuation ring of ‘$I!. We define 
DEFINITION. 
L(t, Y/X, x) = n det( 1 - tdegppX(q) / V) ’ 
p prime divisor 
OfklX~ 
is called L-series to the character x. 
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The L-series are polynomials or rational functions in t. For the exact for- 
mulation of this fact and for further calculations we need some notations. 
Let 0 be a commutative ring of characteristic p. Denote by W,(O) the ring 
of Witt vectors of length n with components in 0. Let F be the Frobenius 
endomorphism, V the shift, and R the restriction (cf. [15]). The rings 
~~(0) form a projective system with respect to R, the projective limit is 
denoted by W(0). 
Let S be an algebraic variety over k and 0, the sheaf of local rings on S. 
For each local ring 0, (s E S) consider W,(O,s). The association st+ @‘JO,) 
determines in a canonical way a sheaf on S denoted by !B,,. We get 
‘Lu, = 0,. The maps F, V, and R operate on %I,,. 
For q B 0 let Hy(S, ZB3,) be the corresponding cohomology groups, 
whose projective limit with respect to R is denoted by Hq(S, %I). H4(S, 2%) 
has a canonical ~(~)-module structure. 
If S= J,. is the jacobian variety of Y, the exact sequence of sheaves 
yields the exact sequence of cohomology groups 
H’(J,, ‘la,) 2 H’(J)-, m,,, ,) R” H’(J,, O,,.) -+ 0 
and going to the projective limit 
H’(Jy, “2-B) z H’(J,, ‘98) JL H’(J,, O,,.) -+ 0 
(cf. [ 10, 11 ] ). Serre [l l] proves (a) H’(J,, %I) is a free ~(~)-module of 
rank 2 dim Jy - s, where p’ is the number of points of order p on J,. 
(b) Let JF be the dual Abelian variety of Jy and T(J$) the 
corresponding p-adic Tate module. Let T’(J*,) be the W(k)-module 
r(J*,)@,, IV(k) of rank s. Thus L(J,,)=H’(J,., 2JJ)@ T(J$) is a good 
p-adic representation module for the endomorphisms of Jy. Together with 
the calculations of Weil [ 141 we get 
THEOREM 3.1. L( t, Y/X. x) = P(t, x)/( 1 - t)“/( 1 - qt )“/ wit/? 
(a) 14, = 1, if x is the trivial churacter of G and ux = 0 in all other 
cases. 
(b) P(t,~)=det(l-(f*Oid)tlL(J,)(p, ‘)) where L(J,)(p;‘)= 
((l/#G).~~~~~*~~~(~))(L(~~.)~End V) arrd f is the Frobenius 
endo~orph~s~ C$ J y. 
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COROLLARY 3.1. P(t, x) ““‘=det(I -I’*fIL(J,)(z I)). u&tc~ 
L(Jy)(x ‘) = e, I .!,(,I,.) 
4. CLASS GROUPS AND L-SERIES 
Let Y/X be a finite Galois covering of complete nonsingular curves 
defined over the finite field k of y = p” elements. We assume that p does not 
divide the order of the Galois group G. 
In view of Section 2, n is supposed to be sufficiently large such that k 
contains the #Gth roots of unity and that the function field k( Y) contains 
a nonspecial system of prime divisors. For x E X(G) consider the L-series: 
L(r, Y/X, x) = 
04 xl 
( f - f yy 1 . @)“/. 
It is easy to see that the coefficients of the polynomial P( t, x) are p-integers; 
they can be reduced modulo p. Let again Q’(k( Y))(x) be the component of 
the holomorphic differentials of k( Y) corresponding to x and C the Cartier 
operator. 
THEOREM 4.1. Pfr,~)~~‘~ module p = det( I - C”rl Q’(k( Y))(x)). 
Together with Theorem 2.1 we get 
COROLLARY 4.1. Tk generaked Hose- Witt ~~~~r~~tlt ;’ ,.,* i,s qwf to 
the degree of the pol?no~z~al P( t, x )“‘I ) mod&o p. 
As the degree of P(t, x)“” ) modulo p does not change under constant 
field extensions Corollary 4.1 is true for each field of definition of Y/X con- 
taining the #Gth roots of unity. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Corollary 3.1 says 
P(t, X)““‘=det(l -,f*tlL(J,)(~ I)). 
We have 
LEMMA 4.1 (Manin [7] ). The points c$ order p of‘ .FF are i,o~~ta~ne~~ irz 
the kernel qf ,f *. 
This impliesf*(T’(JF)(X ‘))cp. T’(J;)(x ‘) and therefore 
Pjt, x)X”) module p=det(l -,f*t/ H’(J,.,‘%H)(x ‘)) modulo p. 
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Consider the exact sequence 
multiplication by e,-’ yields the exact sequence 
H’(J,,‘m)(~-1)-4, H’(Jy,2D)(X--‘)~ H’(J,,O,,.)(~-‘)+o. (4.1) 
For a given basis fh, ,..., h,.{ of H’(Jy, O,,)(x ‘) we choose a basis 
{ h’ )..., h,,.) (w>z;a) of H’(fy,%)(~-‘) with p(lr,)=hi for I<i<r and 
p(h,)=O for j>t!. Thus the sequence (4.1) shows that 
h,E Yw’(J,. ‘rn)W ‘1) for j>u. As .f*w’v,.3 ‘m)(x ‘1) c 
F(H’(J,., %3)(x- ‘)) and V~JF= p we get ,~*~j~~*~‘(~~,‘~)(~ ‘). Let B 
be the matrix of ,f* on H’(Jr, ‘%B)(x - ‘) with respect to the basis above. 
Thus B modulo p is of the form 
B’ (i i 0 * 
where B’ is the matrix off* on H’(Jr, OJy)(x ‘). This yields 
P(t, ~)~‘l’ modulo p = det( 1 -.f‘*t 1 H’(Jy, O,,)(x. ’ )). 
The canonical embedding i: Y -+ Jr induces an isomorphism H’( Y. 0 y) r 
H’(J,, O,,) (cf. [lo]) which is compatible with the action of G. Together 
with Theorem 2.2 this proves Theorem 4.1. 
An immediate consequence of Corollary 4.1 is 
COROLLARY 4.2. Ifyy,x =0 then P(1, x)““’ is a unit in W(k). 
We want to compute the value of P( 1, x)““‘. For the rest of this section 
we do not assume that k(Y) contains a nonspecial system of prime divisors. 
Denote by C’(k(Y))(p”) the p-primary part of the group of divisor 
classes of degree zero which is a finite L,-module. W(k) is the finite 
unrami~ed extension of L, with residue field k and normed valuation op. 
Let x be an element of X(G). 
~~~~~~~ 4.2. qcp(p( 14.1x1’)) = #(c”w))(P”)o,, Wk))(%). 
Proof: From Corollary 3.1 and Lemma 4.1 we get 
u,(P( 1, %)x”‘) = o,(det( 1 -.f* / H’(J,, ‘B)(x- I)). (4.2) 
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Consider again the exact sequence 
H’(J,,~rn,~N’(J~,‘~)~~H’(J,,O,,,)-,O. (4.3) 
The Frobenius endomorphism F operates on each ~~~~)-rnodu~e of (4.3). 
For a ~(~)-module A4 denote by Mf“ the ~~-submodule of elements x E M 
with F(s) =.Y. 
The restriction R: H’(Jt., TJJ,,,+ , ) + W’(JY, ‘YB,,) maps lil’(JY, +BIu,,+, )’ 
surjective on H’(J,, 2B,,7)” for each VZE fV (cf. [lo]). Hence p maps 
H’(J,, !I13)F=!&tH’(JY, ‘%I$,)‘~ surjective on H’(JY, O,,)t: 
Let the &-vector space H’(J,, O,,) be decomposed in the semisimple and 
nilpotent part with respect to the p-linear mapping F (cf. [3 1): 
(2, ,...) e,, ?T , ,..., n, - ) is a basis with F(e,) = ej and F’(f?,) =0 for a 1~ N. 
Choose e, ,..., e,?E H1(JY, 2D)‘with p(ei) = ?, and 11, ,..., IZ,,.E H’(J,, ‘9J) with 
p(nj)=fi,. We can complete these elements to a W(k)-module basis of 
H’(J,, %I): {e ,,..., e,7, n, ,..., ~~3 (t: b a,) with I = 0 for j> it’. The lemma 
of Nakayama yields: 
$, W(R). e, = H’(J,, ‘%B)L’Oz, W(R). 
We see F’(p(nj)) = 0 for 1 <:j< u. Furthermore there exist I,, Iz E N with 
~l(~(~~)) =~*‘z~~(~~)) for 1 <,i< V. Thus we get L E N with f*L(p(n,)) = 0. 
The sequence (4.3) and t’,- F= p yield ,f*“’ ‘(~2,) E p. II’(J,, ‘?B). The 
matrix of 1 -f* on H’(J,, !IB) with respect to {er ,..., e,, n ,,..., n,.) is of the 
form 
A B 
!tj 
0 c’ 
As.f *Lt’(ni)~p.H’(J~,‘U3), we have r,(det C)=O. Thus we get 
v,(det( 1 -J‘* I H’(J,, 2B)) = v,(det( 1 -.f‘* 1 H’(J,, ‘9B)F@z, B’(k))). 
The decomposition in X-parts implies 
~I,(det(l -.f* I H’V,, m1)(x ‘1)) 
= u,(det( 1 -f’* I H’(J,, YU)‘OzP W(E)(x I))). (4.4) 
As k contains the #Gth roots of unity, (4.4) and (4.2) show us that 
t’JP( I, 11)~“‘) = rl,(det( 1 -,f’* 1 H’(J,, 2B)P@r, W(k)(;l I))). The residue 
field k consists of q elements hence 
q odp(‘~x)“““= # coker( 1 -.f’*) H’(J,, 2B)’ oo, W(k)(x ’ )). (4.5) 
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Let W, be the linear group of Witt vectors of length m. From 
Rosenlicht [9] we know that Ext(J,, W,) is isomorphic to H’(J,, 2B3,,). 
The exact sequence 
and the fact that Hom(J,, W,,,) = 0 show the exactness of the sequence 
0 + Ext(J,, Z/p”.Z) + Ext(Jr, W,,,) 2 Ext(J,., W,,,). 
Thus H’(J,, 2RDn,)’ is isomorphic to Ext(J,, Z/p”Z). Each unramified 
extension of J, is an isogeny B + J, (cf. [6]). We use the inverse isogeny 
J, + B to see that Ext(J,, Z/p”??) is isomorphic to Hom(JJ p”‘), Z/p”?‘), 
where J,(p”) denotes the group of p”‘-torsion points of .I,.. 
This yields a duality 
H’(J),, rn,~)/“X Jy( p”‘) -+ Z/p’“Z 
which is compatible with the action of (T*, f’*, and R. 
Let Jy(p’) = Urn J’.( p”). Going to the limit we get a pairing 
H’(J),, ‘9B)“xJ,.(p”) + QJZ,. 
For VEX this induces a duality of W(k)-modules 
WJY, woz, Wk)(x - ’ ) x JY( P’I;) Or, W(k)(x ~ ‘) + a/@, oq W(k). 
The dual map off* is f: Thus 
#coker(l -.f* I H’(J,, ‘%I)“@,, W(k)(x- ‘)) 
= #ker(l -.flJy(p” )Oz, W(k)(x -‘)I. 
With (4.5) we get 
4 cp(p(‘~X)*“I) = #ker( 1 -,f’IJ,( p”) oo, W(k)(x I)). (4.7) 
We extend the canonical embedding i: Y -+ Jy to divisor classes and get an 
isomorphism from C”(k( Y)) onto J,(R) mapping C’(k( Y)) onto J,(k). If 
acJ,(k) is the image of a class a then c* ~ ‘u is the image of a*a. Thus we 
have an isomorphism 
Wl -flJY(pn)Ozp W(k)(x -‘))~C’(~(Y))(P”)OZ, W(k)(x). (4.7 1 
(4.6) and (4.7) prove Theorem 4.2. 
Remark. In the case where G is a p-group reduction mod p of the L- 
series leads to the formula of Deuring and Safarevic (cf. [S]). 
14, ‘??.‘?-5 
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5. EXAMPLE 
Let k(X) be the rational function field IF,(u) and k( Y) the function field 
of the Fermat curve E:” + 1~“’ = 1 with u = u”. Assume that m divides y - i. 
k( Y)/k(X) is an abelian extension with Galois group G = Z!/ntZ x Z/G?, 
Let p a prime divisor ofp in Q(p,,,) (p,,,: primitive lnth root of unity) and 
w  the Teichmiiller character of p. We take xi, xZ generators of the charac- 
ter group of G which both act like cc) ‘“Ormy “,“N on the corresponding 
cyclic subgroup. 
Hasse and Davenport [2] determined the L-series of this extension: 
Qt, x7x;)= 1 if a=0 mod m or h=Omodm or rr+h=Omodnz. 
L(t, x;‘$)= 1 +J(x”;, xi)’ t in all other cases, where J(xy, xc) is the Jacobi 
sum of x;’ and x$. J(x;‘, xp) is an element of Q@(,,,) whose divisor equals p’ 
with 
(cf. [IS]) (0, is the image of c under the canonical identi~cation of f&M!))* 
and the Galois group of Q(p,,,)/Q). With the help of Corollary 4.1 one can 
compute the generalized Hassc-Witt invariants by reducing J(x;“, x’:) 
modulo p. This depends on the decomposition of p in Q(p,,). Suppose p is 
decomposed in Q(P,~~}, then 
y y.x;lnt # 0 iff a, h, a + h E ; 1 ,..., IPI - 1 1. 
Suppose m is a power of a prime and p is inert in Q(/l,,), then 
9) i Y.& = 0 for all a, h. 
We see that the generalized Hasse-Witt invariants depend on the 
arithmetic situation of the covering Y/X. 
Note adden later. In [17] ~akajima defined generalized Hasse-Witt 
invariants (generalizing results of [4]) for an unramilied abelian covering 
of degree prime to p. The methods in [ 17) are similar to those of 
Chapter I. I want to thank Professor Y. Ihara for this advice. 
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